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Markets certainly have had a lot to be worried about lately with a contentious Presidential election a little more than 

a month away, the Brexit vote in June for the U.K. to exit the European community, and the more recent concerns 

surrounding Deutsche Bank as a result of a $14 billion penalty assessed by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) for  

its role in the subprime mortgage crisis in 2007-09.  When you consider all that has been going on, and throw in the 

expectation that the Federal Reserve is going to raise rates in the next couple of months, one has to marvel at just 

how resilient the stock market was during the third quarter as some solid performance pushed most of the major 

indices well into the range of respectability on a year to date basis.  While the year to date numbers are strong, the 

results are more muted if we go back to the end of quantitative easing in December 2014.  Even so, they reflect a 

market that has posted consistent, albeit modest growth. 

                      Index                   Quarter             Year to Date                From December 31, 2014 

                    S&P 500                +3.85%                  +7.84%                              +5.22% annualized 

               S&P Midcap 400       +4.14%                  +12.40%                             +5.57% annualized 

                   Russell 2000          +9.05%                  +11.45%                             +3.68% annualized 

                   MSCI EAFE             +6.50%                   +2.20%                              +1.09%  annualized 

      MSCI Emerging Markets  +9.16%                   +16.29%                             -0.40%  annualized 

 

Amidst all of the news and an uncertain global landscape, we continue to find evidence that supports the modest 

growth thesis.   In fact, having a few negative headlines crop up from time to time may prove to be a healthy thing in 

the long run as it has prevented markets from overheating and has reined in  valuations to some extent.  The          

economic data 

continues to       

indicate the       

current trajectory 

can be sustained 

into  next year as       

employment      

metrics have been 

reasonable and 

global purchasing 

managers activity 

(PMI) suggests modest expansion with a majority of countries showing expanding manufacturing activity.  Low        

interest rates and low energy prices have boosted consumer sentiment, and when coupled with low unemployment, 

have bolstered the housing market.  While there has been much speculation about when, and if, the Federal Reserve 

would raise interest rates again, the bottom line is that credit conditions have only tightened gently since the end of 

quantitative easing in 2014.  From a global perspective, central bank policies have been unprecedented as the      

European Central Bank (ECB) and Bank of Japan (BOJ) have been committed to continuing to purchase bonds in the  

marketplace to maintain ten year yields at or below zero.  These actions  led to a broadening of the market increase  
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in the quarter where there was better participation globally and solid performance from mid cap and small cap 

stocks. 

There will continue to be much speculation around the Fed and the reality is that they would like to be able to raise 

rates to more normal levels.  Unfortunately, it has been a series of global events, most recently Brexit and Deutsche 

Bank, which have kept them from doing this.  It has been anything but a typical tightening cycle since the Fed 

nudged rates higher in December 2015 largely driven by event risk and the absence of inflation.  With inflation rising 

at a rate of about 1% in 2016,  the only urgency on the part of the Fed comes from seeking to give themselves   

greater flexibility to respond to future economic problems as they arise.  LIBOR has already done the work of the 

Fed in the last couple of months as the rate has bumped up about 25 basis points since mid July.  This is relevant 

since more consumer and short term corporate loans are tied to this rate making it a better indicator of the interest 

rates actually being paid.  While there is no tremendous urgency, it is likely that the Fed feels confident enough 

about the trajectory of the U.S. economy to push rates higher again in December and this should be viewed           

positively as it suggests continued improvement.  A rate hike would also be welcome relief to the beleaguered      

financial sector as interest margins for banks would improve which in turn would lead to stronger balance sheets.   

We have        

maintained 

what could be 

described as      

a cautiously        

optimistic        

approach to 

markets for  

several months 

at this stage and 

continue to do 

so for several reasons as the weight of the evidence is tipped in this direction.  While financial crisis aftershocks con-

tinue to surface at Deutsche Bank and Wells Fargo in the U.S., the response from some of our most seasoned risk 

indicators have been more muted.  Credit spreads which are an indicator of corporate default risk have not widened 

substantially, and have been well behaved since the stock market bottom back in February.  The U.S. dollar has been 

range bound for several months now and did not rally dramatically in the wake of the Deutsche Bank news last 

week.  We would expect to see a flight to quality dollar trade taking shape for a bona fide crisis event.  Finally, bond 

price momentum did not accelerate meaningfully last week which it would have if there were fears of a widespread 

systemic panic.  In the event of a major systemic event, we would expect to see a significant rally in bonds which 

was absent from the market action last week.  The days immediately following the Brexit vote, for example, present-

ed a sharp move higher for bonds which is a more typical reaction.  The key to success heading into 2017  will be to 

continue to monitor these indicators for signs of changes in investor perceptions.  

Charlie Mathews, CFA, SVP   Chartered Financial Analyst®  
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Trust Trends 

As the estate tax exemption increased over the past decade or so, did you become less convinced that you needed  
a trust in your estate plan?  The estate tax savings was such a compelling reason to have a trust that often became 
the central focus for the discussion.  It is easy to understand why you might not have considered some of the other 
advantages. 
 
Is privacy about your financial situation important to you?  Using a trust to carry out your final wishes will not only 
keep the distributions confidential, but it will also save the time and expense of going through the probate process.  
Like a beneficiary designation for your IRA, a trust will allow your trustee to act much sooner than if you only have a 
will.  Additionally, a will is a public document that anyone can access while the provisions of the trust remain private. 
 
We all wish our families were immune from financial challenges.  Unfortunately, most of us face some type of      
concern.  It may be aging parents, spendthrift or addicted children, or perhaps a loved one with special needs, to 
name a few.  The flexibility of a trust may be just what is needed to help resolve the issue and put your mind at ease.  
Estate planning attorneys have encountered many scenarios and can help make suggestions that may lessen your 
worries.  Trusts are also a great planning tool for blended families, making sure that inheritances flow to the         
appropriate beneficiaries. 
 
Another topic we all need to think about is our ability to take care of our      
finances if we become incapacitated.  A trust can provide for a trustee to     
handle financial decisions and pay bills, on either a temporary or permanent 
basis.  It is common for you to keep control and be your own trustee during 
most of your life, but it makes sense to have a trustee in place should you have 
an illness or accident.  Although many people utilize a Power of Attorney, it’s      
important to note that the powers granted with this document cease at death.  
Professional investment management that goes along with a trust can be a  
tremendous advantage as well. 
 
If you are charitably inclined or are not comfortable leaving your entire estate to family, you can consider a charita-
ble trust.  There are several types from which to choose, and you can even provide for a lasting legacy in the future 
rather than an outright distribution.  Transferring assets now can provide income to you while preserving principal 
for one or more charitable organizations later. 
 
Are you concerned about personal liability and creditors?  Do you feel restricted by a trust that is already in          
existence?  New Hampshire has enacted some very favorable trust laws in recent years, making it a beneficial state 
for protecting assets as well as providing the ability to update or modify existing trusts.  Generally speaking, the 
move for modernizing New Hampshire trust laws has made our great state one of the best in which to take            
advantage of the flexibility and efficiency allowed under the updated laws. 
 
We would be pleased to discuss preliminary estate planning ideas with you and help you find an attorney to suit 
your needs.  There is no end to the solutions offered by trust planning, and no time like the present to give this       
important matter some focused attention. 
                     Arlene C. Folsom, CTFA, SVP 

Certified Trust and Financial Advisor® 




